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Solution: Bamboo Rose Digital Sourcing

Case Study: Home Improvement Retailer
Sourcing the right products at the lowest cost
remains a constant challenge. Even trickier is
doing all of it without breaking the bank. Now, find
out how this leading home improvement retailer
managed to optimize its entire sourcing operation
using the Bamboo Rose Marketplace solution.

Company Stats
Annual Revenue: $100.9B
Suppliers: 4,000+
Sell Channels: retail, online
Global Stores: 2,284

Results with Bamboo Rose
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Following a massive surge in customer growth, company executives came to
Bamboo Rose with a challenge: they wanted to optimize its sourcing processes
to deliver highly differentiated products to market as quickly as possible. But
with 4,000+ suppliers across the globe, company buyers struggled to source
enough unique items, resulting in lengthy buying cycles, inflated travel costs,
and overall inefficiency. They also wanted to explore alternative suppliers from
developing countries to reduce overseas travel all together.
PAIN POINTS

This leading retailer shines as a
true differentiator in the home
improvement market. Currently, the
company manages approximately
104,000 sf of physical store space,
24,000 sf of outdoor garden space,
and an expansive distribution network
that includes fulfillment centers and
e-commerce websites. Based on net
sales for fiscal 2017, it’s been named
the world’s number-one home
improvement retailer.

Inability to easily review large breadth of products
Inefficient product development and sourcing processes
High cost of sampling-related expenses

More efficient approach
to exploring and sharing
products
Ability to digitally view more
products and suppliers
A more efficient product
development and sourcing
process
Overall cycle time and cost
optimization

Time constraints during buying trips

Explore the Solution

Bamboo Rose Solution
The home improvement retailer realized an investment in the Bamboo Rose multi-enterprise product and
supply chain platform could help reduce the burdens of cost and time on internal sourcing and buying teams,
as well as its supplier community. Focusing on the Bamboo Rose Marketplace solution, the company digitized
its sourcing and buying efforts, creating a more efficient, more convenient, and more economical approach to
supplier collaboration, especially during the busy holiday buying season.

Results with Bamboo Rose
With the Bamboo Rose Marketplace solution, this retailer was able to collaborate with overseas suppliers and
shop their virtual showrooms for holiday-themed merchandise. From these showrooms, buyers selected
specific items to sample, adding them to product “wish lists.” Suppliers were then able to review these wish
lists and provide sourcing teams a more concentrated collection of physical samples to assess upon their
overseas arrival. Because of this early digital collaboration, the company was able to save precious time and
money throughout the buying process and develop a more efficient approach to sourcing.

SIMPLIFIED SOURCING
One supplier used the Bamboo Rose
Marketplace to showcase more products
than ever before, including a holiday-themed
lawn decoration: a self-inflatable dragon with
moving wings, LED lights, and a festive candy
cane. The retailer was able to spot this item
early in the sourcing process and negotiate
an exclusive deal with the manufacturer. The
dragon became a featured product in the
company’s holiday ads, and in-store sales hit
record highs for the 2018 season.
COST SAVINGS BENEFIT FOR SUPPLIERS
During a single seasonal buying cycle, the
retailer reduced physical sampling costs by
85 percent. Suppliers then used these savings
to create 3D in-store videos for products.
300% INCREASE IN PRODUCTS VIEWED
With digital sampling, suppliers were able
to present more products and increase sales
opportunities in the process. For the 2018
holiday season, company buyers managed
to review 4,926 products from 98 suppliers,
which totaled 3X the number of products
buyers had viewed the year before.
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UNIQUE PRODUCTS AND
EXCLUSIVE DEALS
By beginning the sourcing process early
through digital collaboration, the company
was able to negotiate exclusive deals with
suppliers in order to help differentiate
products for the holiday season.
30% REDUCTION IN BUYING TIME
But by reviewing suppliers’ products
beforehand through the Bamboo Rose
Marketplace, buyers were able to shop
suppliers’ showrooms and select items
before even stepping on a plane.
As a result, suppliers received orders
6 weeks earlier, which helped the retailer
deliver products to market in season.
STRONGER PARTNERSHIPS
WITH SUPPLIERS
Through digital collaboration, suppliers
managed to gain a deeper understanding
of the retailer’s product preferences. Now,
they’re able to prioritize and showcase
preferred items to cut even more time
out of the sourcing process.
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